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Towards the in-situ detection of individual He2*
excimers using a Ti TES in superfluid helium
Faustin W. Carter, Scott A. Hertel, Michael J. Rooks, Daniel N. McKinsey, and Daniel E. Prober

Abstract—We characterize a single titanium (Ti) transition
edge sensor (TES) designed for in-situ detection of individual
He2 * excimers. We find a critical temperature of 420 mK, an
electrothermal time constant of ∼3 µs, and a total energy resolution of 1.5 eV. We observe the detector response to short laser
pulses, and present a successful analysis strategy for extracting
direct-TES-hit pulse areas from a much larger substrate hit
background. We discuss near-term plans for coupling multiple
such TESs together with a shared aluminum (Al) absorber,
increasing the He2 * collection area to millimeter scales. Finally,
we briefly discuss the technical challenges (and solutions) of
installing a hermetic superfluid volume in a cryogen-free dilution
refrigerator.
Index Terms—Transition Edge Sensor, Helium excimer, UV
Sensor

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE dynamics of quantum turbulence in superfluid 4 He
is a field of active research. Quantum vortices are made
observable by trapping particles within the vortex core. The
particles used for tagging the vortices in this way would
ideally be easily observed, long-lived, and small in diameter
so as not to perturb the vortex dynamics under study. Micronscale hydrogen ice particles have been used [1], [2], but He2 *
excimers, produced in situ through electron bombardment [3],
[4], [5] or laser ionization [6] offer significant advantages. Due
to extremely weak spin-orbit coupling, this triplet He2 (a3 Σ+
u)
state is metastable, with a lifetime of 13 s [7]. This state is
17.8 eV above ground, and releases photons spread in energy
over a broad UV peak (13–18 eV) upon decay [8]. It releases
a similar energy when non-radiatively quenched on a solid
surface [9]. He2 * is efficiently and permanently trapped by
quantum vortices (trapping radius ∼100 nm [11]). Although
there are ongoing efforts to observe this trapped state using
laser fluorescence [12], [13], to date this trapped state has been
observed only through surface quenching [10], [11].
We aim to improve on the previous surface quenching
observation studies through the use of a bolometric sensing
technique. While the current-sensing apparatus of Zmeev et
al [10], [11] is the state of the art and has produced significant
new results, the charge-sensing technique suffers from low
efficiency (≤ 10−3 ) [14], and the resulting signals are, by
necessity, averaged over many instances of quantum turbulence
production spanning several days. Here, we describe progress
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towards measuring a He2 * flux using a TES sensor coupled
to a large-area Al absorber, a technique which promises near
unity intrinsic efficiency and should be capable of observing
quantum turbulence dynamics on much shorter time scales.
The primary goal of this paper is to describe a preliminary
characterization of the bare TES. We present the detector noise
and signal response to a pulsed blue laser (470 nm) in vacuum,
as well as a method for using the averaged noise over many
traces to bootstrap a device characterization in the absence
of a calibrated photon source. The second goal of this paper
is to describe the experimental chamber and other necessary
hardware in some detail. This necessary infrastructure has been
built and successfully tested through several warming/cooling
cycles in our cryostat. Here we provide some detail regarding
construction methods (with commercial part numbers where
available).
II. TES D ETECTORS
A. Design
A well-designed TES is dominated by intrinsic thermal fluctuation noise, which is a strong function of the TES operating
temperature Tc [15]. Some of the more common materials
for TES fabrication are molybdenum/gold (Mo/Au) [16], titanium/gold (Ti/Au), and tungsten (W) [17]. We have decided
for this demonstration project to employ a material that is well
characterized in our laboratory, elemental titanium (Ti) [18],
[19]. Although Ti has a critical temperature (Tc ≈ 350 mK)
that is somewhat higher than other options, its Tc is reproducible, avoiding the complexities of the variable (or, tunable)
Tc values of Mo/Au, W, or Ti/Au. Our Ti TESs should still
be sensitive to the 15 eV energy we expect from an excimer
decay. Although our experiment requires a base temperature
< 100 mK, a Ti TES with an Al absorber could also function
in a pumped 3 He cryostat where the warmer base temperature
means the Al will suffer less quasiparticle trapping (due to the
Al gap variations) than below 100 mK [20], [21].
Thermal fluctuation noise in TESs is also a function of
detector volume; TESs are typically made as small as possible
(subject to retaining a linear response) in order to limit this
noise [15]. To obtain a large signal collection area despite the
sensor’s small size, it is advantageous to employ an absorber
that collects the photon or excimer energy and couples this
energy into the TES. We are following a general approach
currently in use by CDMS [22], and previously at Yale [23],
[24], [25]. We employ an aluminum (Al) superconducting
absorber. The absorbed energy breaks Cooper pairs in the Al,
and the resulting quasiparticles diffuse within the Al and are
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical microscope image (false color) showing an actual device.
The Ti TESs are the grey squares and are 20x20 µm2 . (b)Top is a schematic of
the detector cross section. Bottom is a depiction of the energy-level diagram
showing the energy gap of the Al, and the lower-energy trapping regions of
the Ti TESs, with nearly zero gap at their Tc .

eventually trapped by the TES [26]. This process is depicted in
figure 1. In previous work we have measured the quasiparticle
lifetime of our evaporated Al films to be quite long, allowing
for a large (∼1 mm) absorber [27], [28]. If a single Al absorber
is connected to multiple TESs, the position of the energy
deposition in the absorber can be determined by comparing
the relative pulse energies [24], [22], [29].
B. Fabrication
The present detectors are fabricated by evaporating a titanium/aluminum (Ti/Al) bilayer onto a high-resistivity silicon
(Si) wafer through a poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) liftoff mask defined by electron-beam lithography. The process
has three steps; two lift-off steps, and one etch step. The final
product is depicted in Fig. 1.
1. The Si wafer is first spun with PMMA and a pattern
of alignment marks are written with the electron-beam lithography tool (a Raith EBPG). The alignment marks consist of
400 nm of copper (Cu) with a few nanometers of Ti underneath
that serves as an adhesion layer. The unwanted metal is then
lifted off by dissolving the PMMA mask in N-Methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP) that has been heated to 70 C.
2. The wafer is again spun with PMMA and the the detectorcum-absorber pattern is written via EBPG. A bilayer of 20 nm
of Ti and 300 nm of Al is evaporated and then lifted off.
3. Another layer of PMMA is spun, and a window over the
Ti TES region is opened via another EBPG write. The exposed
Al is removed through a two-minute etch with tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide photoresist developer [30]; this completes
the base detector.
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Fig. 2. The electrical readout scheme. The voltage across the feedback resistor
is low-pass filtered at 1.9 MHz and read out by a digitizing oscilloscope.

Finally, the Si wafer is diced and the device is mounted to
the experiment with a dab of GE Varnish [31] and wire-bonded
to the board containing the SQUID Amplifiers.
C. Readout
We operate our TESs in the negative electrothermal feedback mode [32] and read them out with a commercial threechannel system. Each channel is read out using a singlestage SQUID amplifier and room-temperature flux locked loop
(FLL) electronics [33], [34]. In this configuration the TES
is in parallel with a small shunt resistor Rs and in series
with an inductor L = 5 nH. The TES is voltage biased
(RTES > Rs ). The inductor converts the current through the
TES to a magnetic flux, which is then read out by the SQUID.
Our output signal is the voltage across the feedback resistor
Rf in the flux-locked loop. The circuit diagram is depicted in
Fig. 2.
In any real implementation of this circuit, there is some
parasitic lead resistance Rp between the TES and the inductor
that couples to the SQUID. We have endeavored to use
superconducting circuit board traces (tin-coated copper) where
possible to minimize this resistance. In our configuration,
Rp = 5 mΩ.
D. TES Characterization
Here we present the characterization of a single Ti TES with
Al leads (and no Al absorber). The Ti TES is 40x40 µm2
and is 20 nm thick. The device is pictured in the inset of
Fig. 3. The Al leads are 300 nm thick, 5 µm wide and
serve to contain the hot electrons within the TES so that the
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primary cooling channel is electron-phonon interaction within
the TES rather than electron out-diffusion through the leads.
The important quantities for predicting device performance are
the heat capacity C, the thermal conductance G, the powerlaw exponent describing thermal conductance n (see (2)) the
constant current logarithmic temperature sensitivity αI , and
the constant temperature logarithmic current sensitivity βI .
Both αI and βI are calculated using partial derivatives, and
are related to the total alpha αT (the logarithmic sensitivity as
a function of both current and temperature) through:
αT =

2βI

0.3

0.4

Fig. 4. Joule power dissipated by TES at constant bias current Ib = 20 µA
at different bath temperatures, fit using (2).

Amplitude spectral density (pA/√Hz)

Fig. 3. Current through TES ITES as a function of bias current Ib . Inset
shows optical microscope image of device. The dark area is the 20 nm thick
Ti TES, which is 40x40 µm2 , and the lighter lengths are 300 nm thick Al
leads.
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where φ = (1 − Tbn /Tcn ) is a function of both Tc and the
bath temperature Tb . αT can be calculated from the curves in
Fig. 3 and (2) [35].
Fig. 3 shows the current through the detector ITES as a
function of bias current Ib at different bath temperatures Tb .
The linear region at Ib is when the TES is fully superconducting, and the peak is when Ib = Ic where Ic is the critical
current of the TES. A fit to this line gives a measurement of
Rp provided Rs is known. The linear region at high Ib is when
the TES is fully normal and a fit to this line gives the parallel
combination of Rs and the TES normal resistance Rn . The
smooth downward sloping curve in between the linear regions
indicates bias currents for which the TES is biased within its
superconducting transition.
Because it is not possible to measure αI directly when the
TES is configured for electro-thermal feedback, it has been
our practice to calculate αT from the ITES vs Ib curve, relate
βI to αI through (1) and then fit the remaining parameter αI
to the measured time constant τ of the TES. The model we
use to do these fits is described in Irwin and Hilton [15].
We can calculate the resistance and Joule heating power PJ
as a functions of Ib . The optimal bias point for detection is
when the power dissipation is flat as a function of Ib . We have
chosen to operate our device at Ib = 20 µA, which gives us
a device resistance RTES = 3.9 Ω.
2
The Joule power input to the TES is PJ = ITES
RTES . In
the flat region of the power curve, the TES is biased on its
transition at its critical temperature Tc and is dissipating 100%
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Fig. 5. Detector noise contributions referred to the TES current.

of the Joule power via electron-phonon coupling. A powerlaw dependance for the electron-phonon mediated power loss
is assumed and so
2
PJ = ITES
RTES = K(Tcn − Tbn )

(2)

where K is the electron-phonon coupling constant for the TES
and n is an exponent that depends on the mechanism of power
loss [15]. Most TESs have an n between 3–6. In order to
determine the thermal conductivity of our TES at its bias point
of 20 µA, we measure PJ vs Tb and fit it to (2) to determine
K and n. The thermal conductivity G is then given by the
G = dPJ /dTb = nKTcn−1 . The data and the fit are shown in
Fig. 4.
We have used these measured parameters to estimate the
device noise, and compare it to actual noise measurements.
Fig. 5 depicts the various theoretical contributions to the
overall noise referred to the current through the TES as well
as the actual measured current noise. The equations for the
various noise contributions are found in Irwin and Hilton [15].
E. Device Response to Blue Laser Pulses
Here we present the response of the single pixel TES
described in the previous section (see Fig. 3). Data from a
two-TES device with an Al absorber will be presented in a
future publication.
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Fig. 6. (a) The average and standard deviation of 18 000 pulses at full intensity. (b) An example of the model used to fit the pulse data. (c) Histograms of
integrals of the fast pulse fit. These histograms are fit by gaussian-broadened poisson distributions that have been scaled and shifted to fit the data according
to 3. The dashed red curves show the first two terms (n = 0, n = 1) of each fit. One photon corresponds to roughly 64 fC.

The data presented in this section were taken by passing
short pulses from a blue laser (470 nm, 2.6 eV) through a
bank of adjustable neutral density filters, which couple into
an optical fiber that terminates ∼1 cm above the TES. We
triggered the oscilloscope on the laser pulse. We took pulse
data at two attenuations that differed by a factor of two. We
refer to these as 50% intensity and full intensity respectively.
In each case, 18 000 pulses were recorded. Fig. 6a shows the
average of 18 000 pulses and the standard deviation of pulses
for the full intensity case. The average and standard deviation
of the 50% attenuated pulses are characteristically similar, but
roughly half as large in amplitude (the baseline of the standard
deviation is the same for both attenuations).
At long time scales (> 10 µs), the pulses are well described
by a falling exponential and are precisely repeatable, as can
be seen in the standard deviation during this time, which is
consistent with the pre-pulse noise. At short times (< 10 µs),
the standard deviation reveals interesting variation between
laser pulses, with a falling time constant suggestive of the
calculated TES intrinsic fall time. Our interpretation is that
the large, slow pulse is the result of energy delivered to the
TES in the form of phonons, resulting from the large incident
photon flux on the substrate. The faster, smaller component
(the component which varies from pulse to pulse) is interpreted
as arising from direct photon hits to the TES. The small, fast
pulses are the more interesting component of the data, as they
should obey Poisson statistics and can also be directly modeled
by the equations in Irwin and Hilton [15].
We claim that the standard deviation can be used as a model
pulse template for the fast component. To see this, let each pair
of fast and slow pulses i be described by some amplitude Ai
and function of time f (t). Then Afi f f (t) and Asi f s (t) describe
the fast and slow pulses respectively. The standard deviation
of either pulse is then σ(t) = σA f (t) where σA is the standard
deviation of all Ai . If one assumes that the relative variation
of the slow pulses is small (σ s (t)/As  σ f (t)/Af ), where
A is the average pulse amplitude, then the standard deviation
f f
plotted in Fig. 6a is very nearly σ total (t) = σ f (t) = σA
f (t),
and is a good template for the fast pulse.
We used this template to extract the fast pulse component
from each individual trace. We fixed the decay time, rise
time, and temporal position of the template, while allowing

the amplitude to vary. A slow pulse template was derived by
fitting a combined (fast + slow) model to an average pulse,
allowing all of the slow pulse parameters to be freely fit.
Finally, the slow pulse template parameters were fixed, save
for the amplitude, and the model (now with only two free
parameters) was fit to all 18 000 traces. One of these fits is
depicted in Fig. 6b. Histograms of the fitted fast pulse areas
for both attenuations are shown in Fig. 6c.
The histograms were fit to the first five terms of a gaussianbroadened poisson distribution (3) where µ is average photon
number, xs is a scale factor that relates pulse integral to
photon
number, x0 is an offset, and σs = xs ∗ δEFWHM /(E0 ∗
√
2 2 ln 2) is related to the energy resolution δE of the detector
as well as the deposited photon energy E0 . The initial guess
for xs was calculated by plugging all the measured device
parameters into the Irwin and Hilton models, generating a
model pulse for a single photon, and integrating the model.
Likewise, the initial guess for σs was calculated from the Irwin
and Hilton model. A is the area of the histogram being fit.


5
X
e−µ µn 1
(x − x0 − (nxs ))2
f (x) = A
(3)
exp −
n 2σs
2(σs )2
n=1
We can calculate δEFWHM from σs . For the full intensity
histogram, σ = σs /xs = 0.39 and δEFWHM = 2.44 eV. We
can compare this to the intrinsic device resolution calculated
from the Irwin and Hilton model, δEFWHM = 0.6 eV. The
full system resolution is roughly four times worse than the
theoretical value from the Irwin and Hilton model, but that
is reasonable given that over much of our bandwidth we are
dominated by amplifier and electronic noise (see Fig. 5) rather
than intrinsic TES noise.
The fact that the histograms in Fig. 6c have both a width and
an offset that is proportional to µ implies that there is some
extra signal that is unaccounted for in our two-pulse model.
We can estimate the best possible device energy resolution
by extrapolating back and calculating δEFWHM ≈ 1.5 eV
at µ = 0. We could achieve this best energy resolution by
shielding the device from anything but a direct photon hit.
Although this TES could not resolve single 470 nm photons
even with such a shield, it should be able to resolve the
15 eV signal we expect to see from the He2 * excimers. Fig. 7
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Fig. 8. Rendering of the experimental chamber. HV stands for high voltage
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entire assembly is mounted in the depicted orientation on the cold plate of a
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shows a predicted histogram for photon emission by He2 *
molecules with an average absorbed photon number µ = 1.
This calculation assumes that half of the photon energy will
couple into the TES [36].
III. E XPERIMENTAL C HAMBER D ESIGN
The experimental chamber design posed several technical
challenges, many the result of staging a complex process in
a superfluid bath that tends to leak through even the smallest
gaps. Fig. 8 shows a computer rendering of a cross-section of
the experimental chamber. In this section we describe briefly
the major components of the experiment as well as noting their
functions.
A. Low Voltage
1) Low Voltage Wiring: Each of the three SQUID amplifier
channels requires seven wires. In addition to these signal
wires, we installed extra wiring for general use (thermometry
level sensing, heaters, etc). Copper wire was used from room
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temperature to 4 K, and NbTi wire from 4 K to base. All 48
wires were assembled into two flat ribbon cables, which were
heat sunk at each stage and fed into the superfluid volume
through two micro-D hermetic flanges [37], which were laser
welded into a circular flange and bolted to the chamber with
an indium seal.
2) High Voltage: Although the ionization potential of He
is quite high, it is possible to create He2 * through electron
discharge from a sharp needle. To maximize electric field
(or minimize the required voltage), we fabricated tungsten
a needle with a ≈ 100 nm tip radius following a sodiumhydroxide etch recipe published by Golov and Ishimoto [38].
A slightly greater voltage is applied to a mesh that screens the
tip to prevent the electrons from reaching our sensor plane.
To feed the two high-voltage (HV) lines into the chamber,
we found that GPO-style thread-in hermetic feed-throughs [39]
are both resilient at high voltage and are superfluid-tight when
the supplied rubber O-ring is replaced with an indium seal.
For the HV lines we used the same wire as in the low-voltage
ribbon cables, with the addition of insulating teflon sleeves.
We designed special heatsinking clamps for each stage, in
which large surface areas counteracted the necessarily thick
insulating layers.
B. Fiber Optics
We use a multi-mode fiber with a 300 µm diameter [40].
The fiber enters the cryostat through a hermetic seal at room
temperature [41]. We have found that heat-sinking the fiber
is unnecessary. The superfluid-tight feedthrough was created
following the procedure of J.S. Butterworth et.al. [42], in
which the seal is made through the thermal contraction of
a length of heat-shrink tubing [43] during cool down.
C. Helium Plumbing
Helium is both injected and extracted using a thin stainless
steel capillary. Our colleague A. Fragner [44] has found
through trial and error that the optimal inner diameter is around
1 mm. He found that diameters below about 0.7 mm were
prone to ice blockage, and that 1 mm is a good compromise
between heat leak (through the superfluid Rollin film, ∝ r2 )
and fill time (∝ r4 ). The capillary was heat-sunk at each stage
by braising it into a spiral groove cut into OFHC copper posts.
A. Fragner [44] also found that the swage-style connectors
from HIP [45] can form superfluid-tight seals between two
lengths of capillary tubing. To connect the capillary to the
experimental chamber we use an indium-sealed flange brazed
to the capillary.
To fill the chamber, we connect a helium volume of known
volume and pressure to the capillary when the cryostat reaches
4 K, and that volume is cryo-pumped and eventually condensed into the chamber as the cryostat continues to cool
to base (30 mK). To empty the chamber, we slowly apply
heat and boil the liquid helium back into the storage vessel
through the capillary. This fully-closed system is useful for
two reasons: no liquid level measure is required, because a
known quantity of gas entered the chamber, and no helium is
lost (in the future we plan to use isotopically pure 4 He).
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The mixing chamber (MC) stage typically reaches a temperature of 15 mK,
while our experimental chamber which hangs off a mezzanine connected to
the MC reaches a temperature of 30 mK.

In the event of a blockage in the capillary or a rapid warmup event due to cryostat failure, the capillary may prove
incapable of emptying the chamber fast enough to avoid
dangerous pressures. To allow for the emergency decompression of the chamber, we have installed a large-diameter path
from the chamber to an evacuated volume at room pressure.
This emergency relief path is sealed from the chamber with
a 3 bar burst-disk [46] at the cold stage. To accommodate
the thermally expanding gas while minimizing the stainless
steel thermal link, the burst line is constructed from a welded
series of thin-walled tubes (10 mil) [47] of increasing diameter
towards warmer stages to accommodate the gas expansion.
Thermal baffles inside the burst line block blackbody radiation
from the warmer stages.
The chamber was designed to minimize the amount of liquid
helium, and thus the size of the room-temperature storage
and burst volumes. Both the burst volume and the storage
volume were off-the-shelf 50 L beer kegs [48], to which we
welded KF-50 flanges [49]. Beer kegs are cheaper than any
pressure vessel that is sold explicitly for scientific work and
also ship food-grade clean. The entire helium plumbing system
is depicted in Fig. 9
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
1. A Ti TES should indeed be capable of resolving individual He2 * excimers. Despite the relatively high critical temperature of Ti, our analysis shows that this simple elemental TES
ought to provide sufficient resolution to discriminate individual
He2 excimers (or any other quantized UV signal).
2. The two-pulse model works well for extracting TES
hits from underneath substrate hits, and is a useful way to
bootstrap a device calibration without a clearly visible photon
peak separation, allowing us to use a convenient blue laser
for calibration. Although our model still does not account for
some of the input energy (see the histogram offsets in Fig. 6c)
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it is a useful approach for characterizing device parameters in
the absence of either a calibrated deep UV photon source or
an obvious Poisson distribution.
3. A smaller TES with a shield that eliminates photon
absorption in the substrate will be better. In Fig. 5 the thermal
fluctuation noise is slightly above the electronic noise at
low frequencies. Making the TES smaller will bring this
contribution down and then the signal will be truly amplifierlimited. Adding a shield will remove most (possibly all) of the
large slow pulse. This will improve the resolution to at least
1.5 eV (see analysis at the end of section II-E). Since the
offset suggests our fitting model is still not perfect, reducing
the unwanted signal will likely further improve the resolution.
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